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The 1980s are often described as a decade of maturity, marked by iconic works such as 

Alan Moore’s Swamp Thing run and Neil Gaiman’s Sandman, the multiplication of 

darker superheroes, and, of course, widely acclaimed personal works such as Art 

Spiegelman’s Pulitzer Prize winning Maus. The late 1970s and 1980s also saw the rise of 

creator-owned publishers bringing out independent or alternative comics, understood as 

“alternatives to mainstream comics” (Grace and Hoffman xii), that did not shy away from 

breaking, and mocking, the rules of conventional publications, which often relied heavily 

on formulaic seriality and generic codes. 

Canadian cartoonist Dave Sim’s parodic (and ideologically problematic) Cerebus, 

first published by Sim and Denise Loubert’s Aardvark-Vanaheim press, is in many ways 

the hallmark of 1980s independent publishing. Embracing black and white, targeting 

adults, and occupying a grand total of 6000 pages, the Cerebus stories initially started as 

floppies of twenty pages issued between 1977 to 2003 (Hoffman 129-30). These stories 

were eventually published as “phonebooks” which were thick paperbacks or proto-

graphic novels collecting all of the issues from one storyline. Cerebus inverts mainstream 

comics tropes, starting with the funny animal genre: the eponymous (anti-)hero of the 

series is a grumpy violent aardvark, reversing, and simultaneously commenting on, the 

mostly innocuous funny animals from earlier twentieth century comics and cartoons. He 

partakes in fantasy-laden, long-winded and largely ridiculous adventures loaded with 

satire. Such self-reflexive twists permeate many alternative and independent comics. In 

the case of Neil the Horse, this self-reflexivity takes the unusual form of remembering 



and celebrating comics for their whimsicality and “childishness” of style and storytelling. 

This essay will examine Neil the Horse in the light of three specific “media memories”: 

the comics of largely ignored non-adult readers, specifically girl’s comics; children’s 

comics and funny animal comics; musical comedy; and the labor of comics-making. In 

using the term media memories (Ahmed), I emphasize how memories of media 

(musicals; newspaper strips) and genres (girl’s comics; funny animal comics), as far as 

the two can be separated, layer the Neil the Horse stories. These media and genres are 

evoked through the incorporation and reworking of their distinctive forms and features as 

well as the associations and affective connotations they stimulate. Distinctive features 

discussed below include the anthropomorphic animals that are staples of funny animal 

comics or paper dolls that are frequently associated with girls’ comics. These features 

have strong associations with childhood and can generate effects such as the bittersweet 

joy of nostalgic remembering. I propose the term media memories because, instead of 

being intertextual or intermedial references or instances of remediation (cf. Bolter and 

Grusin), the media and genres evoked in Neil the Horse buttress the narrative with layers 

of media history and connotations. 

 

The Lives of Neil the Horse  

Also published by Aadvark-Vanaheim and later by Loubert’s Renegade Press,1 Katherine 

Collins’ Neil the Horse is one of many forgotten oddities: it recounts the idiosyncratic 

adventures of Neil, a Disney-like, banana-eating horse; an anti-funny animal, cigar-

smoking cat called Soapy; and Mademoiselle Poupée who, true to her name, is a beautiful 

 
1 Charlton Comics also published a Neil the Horse story (in color) in the “all new” Charlton 
Bullseye #2 (1981). 



doll speaking heavily French-accented English. Neil the Horse was recently collected, 

with Collins’ input, and published by the Nova Scotia-based Conundrum Press in 2017 

(Dueben, “After I Failed to Die”).  This edition also provides space for Kathleen Collins 

to explain her long absence from the world of comics that was accompanied, and 

affected, by her transitioning from a man, Arn Saba, to a woman in the early 1990s (353). 

Although both Neil the Horse and Collins gradually disappeared from the comics world 

in the 1990s, she recently received two Canadian Comics Hall of Fame honors: the Joe 

Shuster Award in 2013 and the Doug Wright Award in 2017.    

Loubert’s introduction to Neil the Horse # 1 accurately describes it as “somewhat 

esoteric, not mainstream and sprinkled with intellectual humor and obscure references.” 

These references figure as memories, subtle evocations through image, style and forms, 

of particular characters, genres, and media. One of the former is Rupert Bear, who 

appears on the back cover of the second Neil the Horse Comics and Stories issue: while 

Soapy smokes and drinks by the window and Neil is surrounded by various Donald Duck 

comics by the fire, Poupée reads a Rupert book. This scene is accompanied by an eight-

line rhyme and recalls other Neil the Horse stories, such as “Congratulations! You’re in 

the Show” (Collins 233-42) and “Night Suite” (Collins 256-71) that are recounted in 

rhyme, a regular element in Rupert Bear and other stories usually aimed at child readers.  

Heavily influenced by both British and American comics and culture, Neil the 

Horse’s “outsidedness” is comparable to that of Sim’s Cerebus (Hoffman 130). For 

Hoffman, “Cerebus maintained a parodic objectivity and stylistic eccentricity afforded by 

its being a geographical, financial, and distributive independent and outsider” (131). 

However, the “generic slippage” discernible in Cerebus (130), which shamelessly merged 



a variety of popular genres, becomes a “medial slippage” in Neil the Horse through its 

blend of media memories of comic books, strips, and illustrated stories and musical 

comedies—the latter being evoked by the many songs and dances Poupée, Neil, and 

Soapy take part in.  Early twentieth century popular forms such as musicals and 

vaudeville shows have, as Scott Bukatman and Katherine Roeder demonstrate, a strong 

connection to comics and animation: these forms of entertainment channel the speed and 

sometimes overwhelming hecticness of both modern life and modern work (especially 

through its mechanization) while simultaneously opening up the space for what 

Bukatman fondly calls “little utopias of disorder” (2). Appearing decades after the early 

twentieth century comic strips and cartoons analyzed by Bukatman, Neil the Horse 

captures both aspects of this energy that simultaneously celebrates constraint (repetition 

in form and repetitive labor) as well as liberty or the cheerful rejection of the expectations 

associated with independent comics.   

Collins had a keen interest in the history of comics, the potentialities of the 

medium, and the experiences of cartoonists. From the mid-1970s until 1982, Collins 

wrote and hosted more than fifty 30-minute shows on comics for the Canadian 

Broadcasting Corporation (Levin). This corpus of radio shows also includes a 

documentary on comics and cartoonists titled, “Comics: The Continuous Art.” 

Exemplifying her interest in both music and comics, Collins created a two-and-a-half-

hour radio musical, Neil the Horse and the Big Banana, in 1982. The show ran again in 

1983.2  

 
2 All five cassettes of Neil the Horse and the Big Banana are accessible on Lars Ingebrigtsen’s 
website: https://lars.ingebrigtsen.no/2017/10/30/neil-the-horse-and-the-big-banana/ 



A story about comics publishing which appears in Neil the Horse #14 (cover 

dated July 1988) also offers insight into how Collins’ love of comics transcends genres 

without remaining uncritical, even though she was not a fan of most mainstream comics, 

preferring newspaper strips like Krazy Kat over superhero comics (Collins 198-201). In 

this story, Soapy, Neil, and Poupée publish comics from “a crummy warehouse” (198), 

where comics characters—superheroes, monsters, detectives, aliens, and of course funny 

animals—slowly start streaming in at 9 a.m., just like other regular workers. On this 

particular day, however, Clancy, the local police agent, raids the office, despite having 

accepted a bribe of free comics subscriptions. The only choice the characters, including 

Neil and his friends, have is to hide in the comics. Chased by the inept Clancy looking to 

“arrest fer comical behavior” (199), Neil and Soapy run through the pages of a horror 

comic to a romance one, where they find Poupée being romanced against her will. The 

three then end up in a Tarzan-like adventure comic, desperately searching for a place 

where they could fit in. The trio has so successfully broken away from the funny animal 

and romance molds, that there is no comic or genre in which they can really feel at home. 

Significantly, before being published as a floppy between 1983 and 1988, Neil the 

Horse had been published as a syndicated strip between 1975 and 1979. Collins, in “The 

Frontward” to the collected edition of the series, mentions that she “had always wanted to 

be a strip cartoonist but was born at least fifty years too late” (7). However, she also 

describes her newspaper strips as “symbolic of comic strips, taking up the space and 

taking the form of a strip, but actually more like puzzles, dreams, and hallucinations” 

(325). This dreaming and puzzling continues in the later comics stories which, like the 

strips, are symbolic of comics rather than being straightforward comics: they dream with 



the medium, bypassing its more commercial conventions in favor of surreal, playful 

stories. The storyline or continuity is rarely a concern. Instead, the Neil the Horse comics 

can be read as constellations of moments, particularly comics memories, evoking major 

genres and the format of the newspaper strip. The fragmented, episodic nature of 

newspaper strips itself persists in many of the later works: each Neil the Horse issue 

combines reprints of the newspaper strips, short comics stories lasting for a few pages, 

and even a few illustrated stories where blocks of text are illustrated by images or comics 

panels.  

In homage to the eternal seriality prized by newspaper comics, Neil, Soapy, and 

Poupée, do not seem to age or change significantly: Neil is always hungry; Soapy 

hankers after cigars and booze; Poupée is usually on the lookout for an antidote to her 

loneliness and for reliable entertainment work. Nevertheless, Neil the Horse, in spite of 

all appearances, is intensely personal, as evinced by Collins’ interviews and the paratexts 

surrounding the comic. It harbors reflections on modern realities of work and loneliness, 

both of which are often expressed through Poupée, the artists’s “female self” (Collins 

11).  

  All three characters are drawn in different degrees of abstraction. Neil, with his 

oval eyes and elastic, spindly legs, is the most abstract, and childlike, of the three. In 

contrast to the other two characters, he is also almost entirely in black and white. This 

monochrome essence is evocative of the earliest funny animals, epitomized by Disney 

but also including Krazy Kat, the ultimate predecessor of unconventional, dreamy 

comics. Soapy is drawn with a degree of realistic detail comparable to most classic funny 

animals such as Donald Duck. The anthropomorphic cat, however, most closely 



resembles Steve Gerber and Val Mayerik’s anti-funny animal, Howard the Duck (also 

one of the inspirations behind Cerebus), even though Collins’s lines and scenes are far 

less gritty than those of Mayerik, who had imported the aesthetics of the horror comics he 

had worked on earlier. The world in Neil the Horse, however, is far removed from the 

realm of horror and gore. Instead of the realistic styles imbuing such worlds, which also 

connote them as being fit for adolescents and adults, Collins opted for neatly drawn 

fantastic settings and characters that were more abstract than real.  

Poupée offers a friendly, but on closer look, uncanny dimension through her doll-

like essence. In contrast to her generally asexual friends, Poupée epitomizes unfulfillable 

heterosexual desire. Even though she encounters many suitors, with whom she eagerly 

dances carefully choreographed steps, none of the men appear for more than an episode, 

with the exception of Fred Astaire, who appears more than once in elaborate dance 

sequences accompanied by musical notation (fig. 3.1). However, as Dave Kiersh points 

out, this is a far cry from the stuff of romance since the couple is comprised of “an aging 

man and [. . .] a wooden doll” (11). Instead of regular romance, then, Neil the Horse calls 

for “Making the World Safe for Musical Comedy.” The playfully idiosyncratic stories 

traipse through familiar comics genres such as fantasy, romance and adventure, without 

declaring allegiance to any. Rooted in the North American independent comics scene, the 

comics animate forgotten elements of comics memory (girls’ comics, childish funny 

animals) that are in many ways antithetical to the “grown-up” image of comics being 

cultivated contemporaneously.  

<Insert Fig. 3.1 and the caption for Fig. 3.1 here.> 
 



Such strands of seemingly frivolous comics layer Neil the Horse to provide 

simultaneously celebratory and critical reflection on comics history while pushing for an 

actively affirmative appraisal of elements of comics memory that are usually overlooked. 

A child of the “alternative comics explosion” (Grace and Hoffman xiii), which preceded 

the graphic novel boom and the consequent legitimation of serious, literary, and adult 

comics, Neil the Horse exemplifies how comics ignored by this legitimation bias can also 

boast of the complexity and innovation usually attributed to graphic novels. It also 

testifies to changing publication and distribution conventions. As Loubert’s editorial note 

to the first Neil the Horse comic from February 1, 1983 tells us, Collins’s original project 

of creating a graphic novel of 60 to 80 pages ended up extending across more than 120 

pages. “The only logical solution” for that time was to break up the comic. Loubert and 

Collins eventually opted for a 24-page comic that would be issued every two months, but 

the artist found it difficult to keep up with this rhythm and the fifteen Neil the Horse 

issues (containing 32 pages after issue #10) were published at irregular intervals.  

Preceding “the 1990s North American shift from cheap pamphlet comics to 

hardcover, meticulously designed graphic texts” (Rifkind and Warley 4), Neil the Horse 

belongs to the easily forgotten world of disposable floppies sold in specialist comic book 

stores. Shops like these had been on the increase since Phil Seuling’s launch of a direct 

sales distribution system in 1973 that enabled small publishers to survive without 

competing with other periodicals (Gabilliet 85). In addition, restricted distribution to 

comic book stores helped small publishers such as WaRP Graphics (known for Elfquest) 

and Aardvark-Vanaheim which, in 1980, were the only two publishers selling exclusively 

through such stores (Gabilliet 87). As major publishers such as Marvel and DC 



successfully overhauled their publication strategy to focus on direct-market retail, more 

experimental imprints like Aardvark and later Renegade faced greater challenges in the 

marketplace. Comic stores, Trina Robbins reminds us, became essentially the realm of 

adolescent boys and men, with retailers refusing to order Meet Misty, a 1985 revival of 

girls’ comics published by Marvel through its imprint for young readers, Star Comics 

(Snyder III 141). It is therefore not difficult to see how a comic as unusual as Neil the 

Horse had difficulties finding an audience: it defied categories while combining elements 

from some of the most easily dismissed comics genres such as funny animals and girls’ 

comics. 

 

Girls’ Comics 

 The 1980s were not unfamiliar with eccentric comics that often indulged in ironic takes 

on the medium and the practices surrounding it: Neil the Horse coexisted with other 

playful and parodic Aardvark-Vanaheim publications such as Normalman, Jim 

Valentino’s parody of the superhero genre, and Bob Burden’s The Flaming Carrot, 

starring a former comic book reader who lost his mind after reading thousands of comics 

in one sitting. Another forgotten, but recently reprinted short-lived independent series, is 

John Snyder III’s Fashion in Action (Eclipse Comics), featuring a team of futuristic, 

fashionable women superheroes who reverse several conventions surrounding the 

superhero genre and its male readership while retaining the heavy action characterizing 

the genre.  

Recalling the girls’ comics that had by and large ceased to exist by the 1980s, 

Fashion in Action also included cut-out dolls and dresses that had been immensely 



popular since the 1940s. These dresses were often based on designs submitted by readers. 

Interaction with such comics therefore went beyond mere letter writing to encouraging 

creative production. Through its focus on fashion, this production was unabashedly 

feminine. It offered a contrast to the masculinization of comic book reading which largely 

ignored female, and all non-male, readers of comics, especially before the graphic novel 

boom. This, of course, does not imply a rigid heterosexual male-female divide; target 

audiences and actual readers are two very different realities. Neil the Horse attracted 

letters from primarily male readers (printed in “The Pony Express” section) and art from 

both male and female readers (printed in “Pictures by Post”). Gilbert Hernandez sent in 

two dress designs for Poupée with a note by Luba: “I hope Mam’selle can fit in these 

outfits my boyfriend Archie gave me! I guess he thinks I’m still a teen-ager or 

something” (issue 12:n.p.). Poupée gives an enthusiastic, gushing reply, reminding 

readers that Hernandez is the co-creator of Love and Rockets, “ze best comic publish 

today!” In the vein of alternative publishing, Neil the Horse also reconfigured the status 

quo established by mainstream comics of both comics stories (generic, with a preference 

for adventure and fantasy) and comics readerships (primarily male and ranging from 

teenagers to young and not so young adults). In addition, Collins’ Canadian upbringing 

encouraged a combination of both American and British comics cultures. 

One eager contributor of designs to girls’ comics was Barbara Rausch, who as a 

teenager had mailed her artwork to Bill Woggon, the creator of Katy Keene, “America’s 

Queen of Pin-ups and Fashions.” Launched in 1945, Katy Keene was one of the few girls’ 

comics to be successfully revived in the 1980s, propelled in part by Rausch’s enthusiasm 



and collaboration (Synder III 141).3 Rausch, who later worked for the Barbie franchise, 

both on merchandise produced by Mattel and on comics published by Marvel, was, along 

with David Roman, a regular collaborator to Neil the Horse. Rausch’s designs for Poupée 

explored a range of styles. Her cut-out dresses were often printed behind the backflap of 

the comics. In this way Poupée and her dresses were sometimes on sturdier paper than the 

rest of the comic. Issue #1 nonetheless contains the following advice: “Hey kids! [. . .] 

Copy this page on a Xerox 8200 or 9500! Don’t cut up this comic!” (1:inside back 

cover). Such encouragement both to copy and to preserve combines elements of do-it-

yourself, anti-capitalistic zine practices as well as a collectors’ desire to preserve their 

comics and by extension (a selected) comics heritage. Both zine practices and collecting 

and memorializing persist in Neil the Horse.  

The earliest pages with Poupée and her clothes were part of the Great Women of 

the Comics paper doll series (Neil the Horse #1-6). In this series, Rausch (re-)created 

costumes of famous comics characters, starting with Little Orphan Annie, Daisy Mae, 

and Sheena (issue #1), and including Katy Keene, “Rosie ze Riveter,” drawn by Trina 

Robbins, as well as Mama Katzenjammer (issue #2, fig. 3.2); Little Lulu and Phantom 

Lady (issue #4); Betty Boop and Miss Fury (issue #5); and Olive Oyl and Miss Mizzou 

(issue #6). This eclectic selection of comics and popular culture icons is a vindication of 

female presence in comics history. It offers a pantheon of female comics characters that 

embraces a large variety of types, including the young, innocent girl; the seductress 

(simultaneously evoked and undone by Poupée); the superhero; the femme fatale; and the 

comical mother or wife. That clothes designs evoking Rosie the Riveter, the icon of 

 
3 Rausch also created, in collaboration with Woggon, the short-lived, flamboyant Vicki Valentine 
series (1985-1986) for Renegade Press that she filled with paper dolls and their wardrobes 
designed by both Rausch and the readers.  



feminism, found themselves on the same page as Mama Katzenjammer’s homely long 

skirt and apron is emblematic of Collins’ creation: Neil the Horse incorporates a broad 

range of memories of comics and, as we will see below, other media, especially 

animation and musical comedy.  

 <Insert Fig. 3.2 and the caption for 3.2 here.> 

Indeed, Poupée’s wardrobe is just one of the many strands of forgotten and 

suppressed comics memory that Neil the Horse deftly, and seemingly effortlessly, weaves 

together. Other strands include funny animals that often incarnate childishness and cater 

to children, as well as newspaper strips, which target a mass readership across age groups 

and rely on episodic structures and easily repeatable, familiar gags. Its friendly characters 

and surreal stories that happily refute logic celebrate the childishness associated with 

comics. Recalling how Neil the Horse always had a strong following of young readers, 

Collins calls it “an ‘all-ages’ comic” catering to both children and adults (Dueben, 

“Whatever Came to Mind”). She then adds, “Sometimes I say it’s a children’s comic for 

adults.” Herein lies the delicate tension in Neil the Horse: it mimics children’s 

entertainment while speaking to adult readers, especially those familiar with comics 

history. However, Collins is also careful to emphasize that for her, Neil the Horse was not 

at all nostalgic despite its references to “older strips and Hollywood musicals” that “were 

on their last days back then” (qtd. in Dueben, “Whatever Came to Mind”). Far from 

“looking backward,” Neil the Horse “was an alternative approach to real life.” It was also 

an alternative way of experiencing and remembering comics.    

 Although the cut-out Poupée dolls and her clothes are missing from the collected 

edition, two stories focusing on Poupée’s dressing-up fantasies and nightmares have been 



incorporated. The first of these, from 1982 and based on a suggestion by the 10-year old 

Katannya Jantzen, traces Poupée’s struggles to find the perfect dress for her date with 

Fred Astaire (Collins 48-50). The second story, co-created with Rausch, encourages 

readers to design clothes for Poupée, who promises to wear them in future issues (Collins 

101). Poupée soon slips into a four-page long reverie in which the clothes she tries 

malfunction in different ways, by shrinking or growing, or by turning into magnets. 

While the story ends with Poupée waking up and requesting readers to send in better 

designs or even story ideas, the reverie itself expresses a playful uneasiness regarding the 

dilemma of dressing up, of finding the appropriate clothes to wear. Hence, underneath its 

childlike, carefree sheen, Neil the Horse comments on and critiques gendering norms and 

practices, such as the objectification of women, but also work, as we will see in the last 

section. Since some of this commentary is channeled through the “funny animals,” Neil 

and Soapy, I will now turn to the funny animal genre to show how Collins incorporates it 

to comment on comics history and legitimation practices.  

 

Funny Animals and Children’s Entertainment 

 Often categorized under children’s entertainment, funny animal comics and animated 

cartoons have, like Neil the Horse, often succeeded in speaking to both children and 

adults. They are also an important, overlooked part of comics history. As pointed out in 

the previous section, paper dolls and clothes, which were common in girls’ comics, also 

appeared in the early Neil the Horse issues. Rausch’s dolls and clothes create a mise-en-

abyme of media memories; they do not merely repeat a common practice in girls’ comics 

but instead reconfigure it by evoking the memories of strong, female comics characters, 



consequently offering an alternative comics history. This is not just a case of remediation 

or the incorporation of one (older) medium into a (newer) one (Bolter and Grusin 15). It 

is the conscious reworking of memories of those media, the associations and affective 

connotations they stimulate. The presence of the funny animal genre in Neil the Horse 

fulfills a similar function of evoking comics memories that are often suppressed on 

account of their purported childishness and lightheartedness. It is also a self-aware move 

to pay homage to, and argue for, a different, less elitist comics history. 

It is not surprising that the very first issue of Neil the Horse is dedicated to Carl 

Barks: almost contained within a circular panel recalling the beginning of animated 

cartoons, Neil looks back smilingly at his shadow, which is a Donald Duck silhouette. As 

Gabilliet reminds us, Donald Duck albums belong to the inception of the comic book 

industry, with the Donald Duck album published by Whitman (a successful children’s 

book publisher from the early 1900s) in 1938 being one of the earliest, most iconic 

proponents of the funny animal genre (14-15). In 1943 Carl Barks started working for 

Dell, a publisher known for funny animal comics, including Walt Disney characters but 

also those from the Warner Brothers cartoons. In 1991, Collins drew a commemorative 

page for Barks’ 90th birthday. This page begins with a childhood anecdote about how 

Collins’ mother bought Donald Duck comics for ten cents at a local pharmacy, 

establishing “the family ritual” of reading the comics together (Collins 232). This is 

followed by a panel showing Neil, Soapy, and Poupée reveling in a mound of Donald 

Duck comics in true Scrooge McDuck fashion. Scrooge is probably the character Barks is 

most remembered for. Created in 1947, Scrooge, with his immense mound of wealth, 

personifies Barks’ critique of capitalism. The funny animal genre, as epitomized by 



Barks’ portfolio, allows for childishness but also commentary.  As Jared Gardner and 

Brian Cremins have pointed out, most funny animals convey social critique (Gardner) 

while also capturing “how it feels to be fragile, vulnerable, and human” (Cremins 146).  

Neil the Horse combines both elements, the social and the personal.  

For Gabilliet, funny animal comics are “the common offspring of animation and 

comics” (25). Even though Neil the Horse was never animated, despite Collins’ many 

efforts,4 it imbibes much of the energy of animated cartoons, especially the thirst for 

constant, often whimsical action. The constant presence of music and song also reinforces 

the link to animation. Although a self-professed “huge Disney fan” who had collected all 

the films, books and comics brought out by the franchise, Collins was also “trying to 

break the mold of Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Bugs Bunny, Porky Pig, all of that 

alliteration” (qtd. in Dueben, “Whatever Came to Mind”). Hence, just as a “panhandling 

rabbit” in a Donald Duck story by Barks “reminds us of the absurdity of funny-animal 

conventions” (Andrae 81), Soapy with his cigars, drinking, and other suspicious activities 

such as comic book publishing (Collins 198-201), also playfully mocks the conventions 

and assumptions of funny animal comics.  

 

Entertainment Work and Comics-Making 

Loubert’s L.A. based Renegade Press, founded after her divorce from Sim in 1984, 

published Neil the Horse from issue #11 onwards. The press, however, only survived for 

five years due to declining sales. “A comic that may have sold 6,000 copies in 1985, sold 

half that much by 1988,” writes Trina Robbins (Collins 9). Its enthusiastic readership 

being insufficient, Neil the Horse was constantly, even desperately, seeking new readers. 
 

4 See issue #15 for more details on Collins’ attempts to transform Neil into an animated series.  



For instance, in issue #10, Neil writes: “we’ve been running out of money for bananas, 

and other things too, because Soapy and Poupée say that we don’t sell enough comics! So 

if you know a friend who would like our comic, get them to buy it, and if everyone did 

that we’d sell twice as many, and we’d be rich!” 

The final issue from August 15, 1988, which is a double issue, shows no signs of 

being a final installment. The first part brings together old Neil the Horse newspaper 

strips and ends with the song “The Show,” which also closes the collected edition. 

However, the second part, with its detailed commentary and introduction of a new cast of 

supporting characters meant to accompany Neil, Soapy, and Poupée, has been left out of 

the collected version, mitigating the abrupt manner in which the comic ended. Opening 

this second part, Neil declares: “This is the beginning of all our new ideas, and we hope 

you like them!” (issue #15). Soapy and Poupée echo this enthusiasm: “‘ere we are, een ze 

brand new look étincellant.” This second part captures the struggles of Collins and her 

team to make Neil the Horse more profitable by offering elements that are the mainstays 

of most serial publications including a more relatable, fixed setting and a bigger cast of 

character types for, as already shown above, even though Neil, Soapy, and Poupée evoke 

stereotypical comics characters, they bend those stereotypes rather than emulate them. 

While celebrating the mainstream, Collins also strove to avoid it. In addition to funny 

animals, newspaper strips and musical comedies, the underground comics from the late 

60s were an important source of inspiration: “You didn’t have to be nice and polite like in 

the daily newspapers, you could be wild and weird, which was very encouraging” (qtd. in 

Dueben, “Whatever Came to Mind”).  



 Missed deadlines and the hectic pace of comics production are a recurrent element 

in the paratexts of Neil the Horse, as in the case of the self-proclaimed “lazy issue,” #12. 

This once again evokes the series’ irregular production schedule. The story about comics 

publishing mentioned above ends with Soapy insisting: “C’mon everybody, th’ fun’s 

over! We got deadlines ta meet!” (Collins 201). Another story, “Congratulations! You’re 

in the Show!”, critiques intensive labor in the entertainment industry by listing, in song, 

the impossible terms of Poupée’s contract (237): 

 Oh, and about that contract, 

You may not have seen 

Because the print is very fine: 

You must be here by ten, 

Go through it again. 

Rehearse till eight, 

Lose some weight. 

Cut your hair,  

Dance on air. 

Entertainment, as Poupée’s job situation constantly reminds us, is hard work. Many 

cartoonists interviewed or cited in Collins’ radio shows also considered comics-making 

as work, as labor that helped earn money. This perception is far removed from the 

expressive and aesthetic functions attached to art. As Will Eisner pointed out, most early 

cartoonists thought of themselves as entertainers and often worked in vaudeville (Saba 

1979). Caniff likened himself to “a troubadour singing for supper.” While Poupée has the 

(usually unsuccessful) job of entertaining, Neil and Soapy are also entertainers, with 



varying degrees of intentionality. This entertaining impulse, however, is not without its 

more serious and poignant elements such as Poupée’s loneliness or Soapy’s cynicism and 

alcoholism. It also, like many aspects of Neil, comments on the lived reality of comics 

making—the need to incessantly and successfully entertain in order to make (a fraction 

of) a living through comics.  

Such a figuration of work and comics history reflects the double-sided Romantic 

concept of the Witz used by Thierry Smolderen to describe comics’ distinctive humor that 

can be traced to Rodolphe Töpffer’s albums. Witz was “a poetic spirit that was universal, 

capricious, and fantastic, animated by a divine irony” (Smolderen 48). In Jean-Luc 

Nancy’s examination of all the mutations undergone by the concept, Witz figures as a 

reconciliation of reason and fantasy (as suggested by Schlegel) that embraces the 

aesthetics of the fragment and the void (258-65). The arabesque form of the Witz thus 

enacts “the poetics of an empty center [. . .] a free and capricious way of creating things 

out of thin air and in an almost weightless state” (Smolderen 49).  This is comparable to 

Bukatman’s discussion of animation and comics as “embodied utopias of disorder,” 

effectively combining the extreme, impossible use of the body and the entropic energy 

permeating comics in general (156). Such a poetics of emptiness and playfulness, of 

humor and the acknowledgment of the painful givens of the reality in which the comic 

was created, permeates Neil the Horse, persisting from its earliest manifestations in 

comic strip form to the later stories. The co-existence of frivolity, which characterizes the 

entertainment exemplified by both comics and musical comedy, and realism, epitomized 

by the concern with labor, is emblematic of the diversity of comics, which cater to many 

different readerships and cover themes ranging from the trivial, the entertaining, and the 



impersonal to the deeply personal and painful. In juxtaposing the playful, clumsy antics 

of Neil and Poupée’s songs and dances with reminders of ordinary life, ranging from 

basic needs (the need for food), uncomfortable and sad givens (Poupée’s solitude and the 

objectification regularly directed at her) to metacommentary on the status of comics and 

comics history, Neil the Horse is an endearing source of alternative comics memory, 

providing a singular glimpse into the poetics of comicity, or “the quality of being comics-

like” (Beineke 228). 

Collins once declared that “I don’t want to play that game of popularity. I don’t 

want to compete with Peanuts or Wizard of Id. I’m doing something that I think has 

never been done before” (qtd. in Brown). Although she went on to add that this 

something was “a four-year long story, a comic novel,” Neil the Horse is unique in many 

other ways besides its erratic lengths and forms. Neil the Horse thrives on a mixed 

lineage of newspaper comics and alternative publishing, animation and musical 

comedies, children’s entertainment and adult themes, which is accompanied by a 

publication style and rhythm that evokes zines rather than commercialized comics. In 

addition to capturing comicity, Collins’ creation is imbued by memories of comics that 

we are often too eager to forget. Its frivolity is deceptive: with its combination of 

characters and stories that risk being marginalized in an adult comics world, Neil the 

Horse calls for a more nuanced, holistic understanding of comics history and the 

prejudices that have impacted our decisions regarding the comics we choose to remember 

and preserve.  
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